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DHS Secretary
Johnson Visits
UM-Dearborn
By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

Department of Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson visited the
University of Michigan-Dearborn
Wednesday to speak to students, faculty and officials about matters of
national security.
Johnson, who was the “designated survivor” for Jan. 12’s State
of the Union, touched on several
topics during his presentation that
made DHS more transparent, including explaining what it is and how it
has changed in recent years, from its
beginnings after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks to the now terrorist-inspired
attacks.
He also spoke about issues pertaining to the Muslim community.
Over 40 percent of Dearborn’s population is Muslim, and UM-Dearborn
boasts a diverse student body.
“Now more than ever… it is critical that we build bridges to Muslim
communities around this country,
and that the answer cannot be to
vilify Muslim Americans in this
country,” Johnson said. “The reality is that one in four people on this
planet are of the Islamic faith — the
overwhelming majority. This is what
America at large needs to hear.”
Chancellor Daniel Little said
DHS was interested in visiting UMDearborn “because of the diversity
and the inclusiveness of our campus.”
“The fact that our many religious
and racial communities are working
well together, that is a model for the
country,” Little said.
Suehaila Amen, the international
recruiter in UM-Dearborn’s Office of
International Affairs, was involved
in bringing Johnson to the university. Those conversations began in
November and a date was chosen for
January.
“This has been a longstanding
conversation between community
leadership (and) congressional officials from the area who were pushing for him to come to metropolitan
Detroit and address some of the issues that we’ve been dealing with
over the years,” Amen said. “It finally came to fruition and we’re happy
to have him here.”

According to Little, Johnson was
“very interested in talking to students.” Johnson said he enjoys talking to college students about DHS’s
mission “because (he) also (likes)
to talk about the value and the glory
of public service.” He met with 20
student leaders prior to speaking to
the audience in 1500 Social Science
Building.
“Designing the event, the secretary was very interested in talking
with students. And of course, there
are lots of adults in this room and
this community who would like to
have a serious conversation with the
secretary,” Little said. “So, kind of
keeping those priorities straight so
that he really did get some time…
that was his goal and we worked as
hard as we could to keep it so it was
a small group and it was dominated
by students.”
Student Government President
Bradley Pischea was one of 20 students who participated in the meeting.
“We were able to have a pretty
candid conversation with him. It
was almost like talking to a professor,” Pischea said. “We just had that
back and forth dialogue where he
was teaching us, he was asking us
things… He kind of started off telling us a bit about ourselves — getting us a bit more conformable in the
room — but people were asking anything between the protection of civil
liberties to like TSA screenings… he
gave us a very frank and candid conversation.”
The student-dominated event had
its critics, however. A member of
the audience criticized Johnson for
not meeting with Muslim and ArabAmerican leaders during his visit to
Dearborn.
Johnson countered, saying “I cannot expect this to be my last visit to
Dearborn.
“My personal presence here today is not the beginning or the end
of my department’s relationship with
this community,” Johnson said. “We
want to establish a more continual
presence in this community and a
whole lot of other communities. I
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Visits From High Profile Political Figures Set
Campus Apart, Show What UM-D Has to Offer
By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor-in-Chief
@RLindz35

University of MichiganDearborn has hosted two
high-profile political figures in the past four months.
First, presidential-hopeful Martin O’Malley visited the university to speak
at the Arab American Institute’s Yalla Vote: 2016
Leadership Summit on Oct.
23.
Department of Homeland Security Secretary Jeh
Johnson followed, making
the trip to UM-Dearborn to
speak about matters of national security on Wednesday.
The two events show
what the university can offer its visitors.
“I’m confident in what
we’ve seen this year… I
think people will see UMDearborn as a good place to
stop,” Student Government
President Bradley Pischea
said. “It legitimizes us. It
kind of maybe differentiates
us from the Ann Arbor campus. But it makes it easier
to go out and find people (to
bring to the university).”
Johnson spoke to students, faculty and officials
who piled into 1500 Social
Science Building. University of Michigan President
Mark Schlissel, United
States Representatives John
Conyers Jr. and Debbie
Dingell, Dearborn Mayor
Jack O’Reilly and Dearborn
Chief of Police Ron Haddad
were amongst the officials
in attendance.
“I have been in this

room, in the 15-16 years
I’ve been chancellor, for a
number of meetings of interest to the community, to
UM-Dearborn, to our students and faculty and staff,
but also to the broader community,” Chancellor Daniel
Little, who called the event
“historic,” said. “And they
have always filled my soul
with excitement about being here, because this is
such a nationally-important
place to confront so many
of these issues.
“So many of these leaders of the community, these
are people that I know very
well. I know their commitment to the health our community, to the success of
our country. To me, bringing this group together is
just a really positive thing,
and doing it here on our
campus, it kind of says,
UM-Dearborn is the place
for this metropolitan group
to come together.”
Suehaila Amen, the international recruiter in
UM-Dearborn’s Office of
International Affairs, was
involved in bringing Johnson to campus. She focused
on the relationships that
were forged through his
visit.
“What makes this a great
experience for the university is that they’re able to
build a relationship, and not
have to use our main campus or other officials as a
stepping stone to reach federal officials such as secretary Johnson,” Amen said.
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Department of Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson visited UM-Dearborn last Wednesday.
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come here to highlight the mission…
but it doesn’t begin or end with me.”
Government agencies policed the
event along with Campus Safety and
the Dearborn Police Department,
which brought its share of challenges.

•
•
•

“The Secret Service is responsible
for the safety of the secretary. Campus safety is responsible for coordinating well with Secret Service. There
were other police agencies involved as
well,” Little said. “That kind of jurisdictional collaboration, it’s not conflictual, it’s just a lot of communication to
do.”

University of Michigan President
Mark Schlissel, United States Representatives John Conyers Jr. and Debbie Dingell, Dearborn Mayor Jack
O’Reilly and Dearborn Chief of Police
Ron Haddad were amongst the officials
in attendance.

Corrections, Jan. 12, 2016

The “BASS fishing club” was profiled on page six in Student Life in the Jan. 12, 2016 issue (“Get to Know:
BASS Fishing Club”). The club is not an official registered student organization yet, but is in the process of
becoming one. The article did not clearly state this.
In the A&E review, “Great Times at Great Lakes,” on page five in the Jan. 12, 2016 issue, the coffeehouse
was mislabeled. The coffeeshop is Great Lakes Coffee Roasting Company; it was listed as Great Lakes Coffee
Brewing Company.
In the Jan. 12, 2016 issue, page three featured a “Meet the Editors” piece. Advertising Manager Kaitlynn Riley
was mislabeled as Student Life Editor Terry Lakins.
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Dedicated English Professor, Bill Linn, Dies
By ASHLEY PARKS
Guest Reporter

Professor Bill Linn, who
enthralled generations of
English students with his
sometimes quirky but always
compassionate style, has died.
He was 72.
Linn, who joined the University of Michigan-Dearborn’s English Department in
1979, taught creative writing,
poetry, and various literature
classes including Anglo-Irish
literature.
In the classroom, he developed a reputation for taking a
personal interest in students,
driving miles to hear their
poetry readings, and encouraging them when they were
down.
Jerrice Donelson recalls
having no intention of doing anything but working as
a fifth grade teacher before
taking one of Linn’s classes.
She wrote her first poem. And
Linn changed her life.
“It was the first time I had
tried to write creatively, and it

was his words in response to
the reading that changed how
I viewed myself as a poet: ‘I
can hear the heartbeat of the
writer,’” she said. It caused
her to earn an advanced degree.
Another student, Theresa
Davanso Smart, said “He was
a voice of reason and reassurance. He helped me find
my voice. He believed in me,
even when I didn’t.”
Another student, Lisa Marie, said “He was an exceptional professor because he
was genuinely committed to
viewing his students as individuals, both on an academic
and personal level.”
Linn earned his B.A. from
Long Island University, following up with an M.A. from
Hunter College in 1967 and a
Ph.D. from New York University.
He traveled the world during his career, bringing the
knowledge he acquired overseas into the classroom.
Linn taught on three other

Professor Bill Linn. “Everything

about Bill, from head to toe,
was about the students,” said Professor Tim Kiska
continents as part of the Ful- na.
bright Program, which pays
He looked like a college
for the exchange of students professor, usually wearing
and teachers among conti- jeans and a tweed jacket. He
nents around the world. Linn had a wry sense of humor, and
taught in Cameroon and a few eccentricities.
Burkina Faso in Africa; in
For years, he would teach
Bulgaria, in Eastern Europe; only at night, receiving stuplus logged three stints at the dents during office hours beUniversity of International tween 9 p.m. and 10 p.m. He
Business and Economics in was fondly known as “Bill the
the People’s Republic of Chi- Bat,” because he only came

out at night.
He wrote novels on the
side – not impenetrable ones,
but paperbacks that readers
would pick up at an airport
book store, including “Missing In Action,” published in
1981 by Avon Books, telling
the story of a U.S. soldier
who woke up in a Vietnamese
prisoner-of-war camp to find
his platoon totally wiped out;
“Kambi Hai” (1987) and “The
People’s Republic” (1989).
“His fiction bridged the
gap between two worlds – the
world of popular, pulp fiction,
and the world of serious high
literature,” said Christopher
C. Dahl, who chaired UMDearborn’s Humanities Department between 1983 and
1989, and went on to become
president of the State University of New York at Geneseo.
“He had a refreshingly broad
set of experiences. Bill had
been in a lot of obscure places,
almost like a Graham Greene
character. I always thought of
him as an intellectual world

traveler.”
Most recently, he was the
Faculty Senate representative
for the department of Literature, Philosophy and Arts.
“Everything about Bill,
from head to toe, was about
the students,” said Professor
Tim Kiska, who served on the
UM-Dearborn Faculty Senate with Linn. “He’d get frustrated with anything that took
away from that mission. He
thought that universities were
getting too corporate — to
the detriment of students. He
thought university politics got
in the way of teaching. The
only thing he hated more than
that was elitism. He’d been
all over the world, studied in
some serious places, and so he
had no stomach for colleagues
who pulled rank, or went into
preening peacock mode.”
He is survived by his wife,
Carolyn, and two sons, Sean
and Brendan.
A memorial service was
held Monday in Grosse Pointe
Park.

Faculty Petition Denouncing Islamophobia Gains Ground
By Sundra Hilsinger
Guest Reporter

More than 300 faculty
and staff of the University of Michigan-Dearborn
have signed a letter denouncing
Islamophobia.
Professor Elias Baumgarten of UM-Dearborn’s philosophy department wrote

a statement expressing solidarity with Muslims after
Republican
presidential
candidate Donald Trump
opined that U.S. borders
should be closed to Muslims.
Baumgarten’s statement
quickly circulated through
the emails of fellow faculty
members. Some 300 faculty

and staff members signed the
statement within 24 hours.
Having taught at UMDearborn for 43 years,
Baumgarten
wrote
that
“fear that Muslims want
to impose Islamic laws or
traditions on other Americans… is totally baseless.”
Following
the
letter,

UMD Collaborates with
Beaumont Health on
New Autism Center
By Courntey Morrison
Staff Reporter

The United States Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention estimates that
one-in-68 American children
have been identified with
autism spectrum disorder
(ASD). Statistics like this
one and the growing need
for specialized care is what
prompted the University of
Michigan-Dearborn to utilize
its already-existing partnership with Beaumont Health to
create the new autism center.
“We nationally recognized
the demand. The prevalence
[of autism] is increasing.
Which is the basis for the center,” Professor David Hill, an
integral person in the center’s
development, said.
Professor Hill holds a Phd
in Special Education and has
over 11 years of experience as
an administrator and National
Board Certified Teacher for
children with disabilities. Hill
plays a role in the educational
aspects of the new center.
Expected to be open in
the Fall of 2016, the center
will be located at the Early
Childhood Education Center (ECEC). The ECEC is
also a collaboration between
UM-Dearborn and Beaumont
Health.
Hill explained that there
are two sides to the center.
“The first one is the medical side,” Hill said. “They
[medical personnel] diagnose
and treat disorders. The second side is the educational
side. We in education do not
diagnosis children with autism. Medical personnel are
the only ones allowed to diagnose.”

Two specialized doctors,
nutritionists,
occupational
therapists, physical therapists
and speech pathologists will
all have a space within the
medical portion of the center.
“The center will start with
three classrooms. Each classroom will hold approximately
thirty children and each child
will have one RBA (registered behavior technician) assigned to them,” said Professor LaShorage Shaffer, who
also holds a doctorate in Special Education and currently
serves as a Special Education
Consultant to the ECEC.
Having this two-fold care
initiative in the same facility
allows children affected by
ADS and their families to be
better taken care of, Shaffer
said.
“If a lead teacher at the
ECEC feels a child may need
to go through the screening
process, they have the ability
to send them to the appropriate people for that,” Shaffer
said.
New degree opportunities
also come with the center.
UM-Dearborn will now have
a certificate program where
students can become a Registered Behavior Technician
within ninety days.
College of Education,
Health, and Human Services, Dean Janine Janosky explained what that means for
students.
“This program allows people with a high school degree
to become certified and get a
well paying job within ninety
days,” Janosky said.” “It also
allows people the opportunity
to work while getting a degree. RBA students can then

go on to get an undergraduate
degree known as a BCBA.”
In addition to the certificate
program, UM-Dearborn will
be offering a Board Certified
Behavior Analyst degree that
will allow students to teach
others with behavioral issues.
The center is made possible by a grant of $750,000
given to the university by the
state to be spread out over
three years.
The new center will not
only benefit those in the new
programs but it will provide
opportunities for a variety of
majors.
“Psychology,
pre-med,
pre-physical therapy, social
work, and even business majors can all benefit from the
center,” Janosky said. “It will
be providing hands on training and with so many different personnel working there
it offers students lots of shadowing and learning experiences.”
The cost to families utilizing the center’s programs will
be relatively low. Any medical aspects will be billed towards the appropriate medical insurances. Once patients
become eligible for K-12
schooling, they can move into
the classroom depending on
need, for free.
“This is a great opportunity and we would like to get
the word out,” Hill said. “It’s
also a career path for some
students that may not feel
as though they have a career
path at this point.We look forward to getting a great group
of students.”
Professor Hill is available for questions at: drhill@
umich.edu.

Baumgarten also wrote
an op-ed titled The Unfair
Questions Muslims Face
Every Day, which was published in the Detroit Free
Press December 31, 2015.
There is now a push for
either the letter or the op-ed
to be published in the New
York Times, thus further-

ing the message’s reach.
Baumgarten writes, “I’m
a Jew who teaches in Dearborn… we need to bring
everyday Muslims into the
lives of Americans who are
frightened and uninformed.”
Baumgarten is an associate professor of philosophy
who teaches Ethics courses

at UM-Dearborn. He enjoys traveling and has visited countries such as Egypt,
Iran, and Iraq. He is also a
member of many associations including Physicians
for Social Responsibility
and the Jewish Peace Lobby.
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Reflections on Secretary Johnson’s Visit to UM-Dearborn
By YOUSUF ALI
Staff Columnist

Yousuf Ali is a staff columnist for the Michigan Journal.
Yousuf’s views do not necessarily reflect those of the Journal.
The overall purpose of the Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) Jeh Johnson’s visit to our campus
was fairly clear: to establish relations with the large Muslim
community in the area. In fact, he said as much several times
during his visit. This is part of an overall strategy of Countering
Violent Extremism (CVE). Immediately before his public address,
he met with 20 student leaders from various organizations at the
University of Michigan-Dearborn. Much to my surprise, I was
one of those students.
After going through the standard security procedure, we left
our backpacks outside and entered a room with a large table. We
proceeded to our seats, which were demarcated with yellow and
blue placards bearing our names and the student organization that
we were representing. Once we settled in, one of the Secretary’s
advisors entered and told us that the Secretary is genuinely
interested in hearing our concerns and when it came time for
questions we should not hold back. After about 15-20 minutes, the
Secretary and his entourage entered the room, and we proceeded
with the standard formalities including introductions and a group
photo. Then he began his address to us.
The Secretary touched on several topics during his speech.
These included his own journey from practicing law to public
service and stories about visiting his children while they were
still studying. More substantive points included him explaining
that young people were essential in creating a counter-narrative
to the extremist message being sent throughout social media and
how the essence of his job is the attempt to protect the safety of
Americans without trampling on their rights and freedoms. When
it came time for questions, I was pleasantly surprised to see how
many he was willing to take and his directness in answering. I
was able to ask the last question about the Transportation Security
Administration (TSA) policies regarding treating people on the
basis of nationality, race, and religion. He explained that people
could be treated differently based on nationality, but not race or
religion in accordance with policies. After my question, we all
proceeded to a large auditorium to hear the Secretary’s public
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address.
Much in line with the President’s State of the Union given the
day before, the Secretary emphasized facts that the one-in-four
people on the planet are Muslims, and the overwhelming majority
of them are people of peace and faith. He then explained about
how the threat has become more complex with terrorist attacks
being both directly orchestrated such as those in Paris or inspired
as in the Boston Marathon bombings. When it came time for the
audience to ask questions, people asked about topics including the
recent raids against undocumented immigrants and more general
questions about the role of his department. However, there was
one question from a community leader which I found particularly
interesting.
This leader asked about the overuse of the no-fly list and the
harassment and interrogation that people have to go through when
travelling. The secretary gave a response essentially saying that he
intends to return to Dearborn and was open to further discussion.
The question led me to think about larger issues relating to our
government’s overall strategy in CVE.
For one, many analysts have raised concerns that the efforts
to combat radicalization seem to be directed disproportionately
against the Muslim community. This is important because there
are many non-Muslim groups that have also committed terrorist
attacks in this country. In fact, a Duke study found that of law

enforcement overwhelmingly officials rank anti-government
extremism as a top terrorist threat as opposed to extremism
from within the Muslim community. Given such facts, Muslims
cannot help but wonder why government resources are being
directed towards their community as opposed to others. Of
course, the upshot of this point is not that the government stop
focusing on extremism from within Muslim community, rather,
the government should devote at least comparable resources to
studying the communities from which far greater threats to our
national security originate. To the government’s credit, the DHS
acknowledges that, “terrorists and violent extremists vary in
ethnicity, race, gender, and religion.” However, it is essential that
we see this reflected in actual policy if a meaningful relationship
with the Muslim community is to be built.
There are several actions and policies which have caused a great
deal of mistrust of government within the Muslim community.
For example, in 2014, it was revealed that the New York Police
Department (NYPD) had been secretly spying on Muslims
and logging details including where they would eat and buy
groceries. Only after being sued by the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) did the NYPD agree to install civilian oversight
for its programs earlier this month. This is only one of many
examples that could be given to show why there is such a distrust
within the Muslim community of United States government.
As a consequence, Muslims who do choose to cooperate with
government agencies to counter violent extremism are viewed
with suspicion from within their own communities. Needless
to say, this causes many difficulties for the relationship. Before
the United States government can build trust within the Muslim
community, its policies and actions have to show that it trusts the
Muslim community as well.
Secretary Johnson’s words at our university were indeed a
breath of fresh air compared to some of the vitriol that we have
been hearing in the presidential race. His willingness to take
questions from students and hear community concerns was
appreciated as well. The message about Muslims being partners
rather than suspects in CVE was particularly reassuring; however,
this must go hand in hand with changes in the policies that have
poisoned the relationship with the Muslim community. It is only
after this that such initiatives can have hope for success.

Reality Check

By ZOHA REHMAN
Guest Columnist

Zoha Rehman is a guest columnist for
the Michigan Journal. Zoha’s views do not
necessarily reflect those of the Journal.
There are some universal things that all
people have in common. In psychology class,
we learn about universal expressions, being
one example. We all love something, whether
it be a person, a pet, type of food, sports, etc.
Sometimes we get overly-attached to the
things we love and they can become an identity
without realizing it. The problem with that is,
when we lose that something, whether it’s a
breakup, a death or an allergy to the food you
obsess over, it hurts.
That pain might feel like you’re having your
heart removed without anesthesia. Sometimes
the emotional pain can have a toll on your

physical body like temporary comfort from
overeating. Maybe, for some people, they
feel like their world is upside down. When we
lose whatever we are overly-attached to, it’s a
reality check that something needs to change.
Sometimes in the process of falling in love
with anything, we get consumed. We let that
thing define us and we place our self worth on
that thing. So when we lose it, it really hurts.
But that’s ok. It’s ok to hurt. It’s ok to learn
things from experiences that hurt us.
As cliché as it sounds, those are the
experiences that make you grow and a better
version of who you were yesterday. When we
are forming our attachments, it’s essential to
our well being to have reality checks once in
awhile. We have to ask ourselves, “If I lose
this, how will I react? Will I be ok with the
person I see in the mirror?”
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Is It About Islam?
By JULIA KASSEM
Staff Columnist

Julia Kassem is a staff columnist for
the Michigan Journal. Julia’s views do not
necessarily reflect those of the Journal.
2015 made its grand finale boasting a
relentless succession of gun deaths that swept
the nation from Chapel Hill to Charleston
(and from California, to the New York Island).
Many civil rights groups, including Muslim
and Arab groups, jumped on these statistics
as an opportunity to deflect the spotlight away
from them as the short-fused scourges of
American society and, rather, place blame on
the alternative archetype of the trigger-happy
Angry White Male. Out of the 350 or so mass
shootings in America, only two were committed
by Muslims and/or Arabs.
Efforts to draw attention away from the
perceived threat outside of our borders to
the danger within the nation were evidently
underscored by the scores of inflammatory
and characteristically xenophobic rhetoric by
politicians. When the atrocities in Syria and Iraq
precipitated over to Paris, San Bernadino and,
recently, Cologne, opinions often confined to
Yahoo News’ comments sections were invited
into the mainstream. Affirmed Ted Cruz, (and,
in some way or another, the better part of
GOP politicians) it IS about “radical Islamic
terrorism.”
Many voices from the left continue to
divorce Islam from terrorism in response to
the increasingly lax attitude today’s political
atmosphere holds towards persecuting and
scrutinizing another faith and the collateral
collective punishment this rhetoric inflicts
upon its members as a whole. Even George W.
Bush expressed his condolences to the Muslim

American community after 9/11, reminding his
viewers that Islam is a religion of peace. And
maybe his decision to invade and destabilize
Muslim countries spoke otherwise, but I digress.
Last year, I published an article titled “Je
Ne Suis Pas Charlie,” an attempt to both
distance myself from the derogatory brand of
egalitarianism displayed by the publication as
well as the rash extremism of the abjectly unIslamic militants. While my general convictions
remain consistent and my defense of the right to
freedom of speech withstanding, I have revisited
some of the convictions that I held against the
publication as an allegedly tasteless medium of
provoking and reinforcing existing social and
economic separation between North African
natives and French natives in France. Perhaps
over the past year, the conversation has shifted
from the symptoms to the source. From Beirut
to Paris, 2015 has proved that both occident and
orient faces a clear and common enemy.
Yet perhaps political correctness, a lingo
adapted to attempt to protect those unaffiliated
with terrorism, now is proving to hurt Arabs
and non-Arabs, Muslims and non-Muslims,
more than it allegedly protects these groups.
Last week, a Guardian article by Gabby
Hinsliff urged readers to “Not Shy Away from
Asking Questions about the Cologne Attacks.”
Whatever role smartphones or New Year’s
Celebrations had to play, the consensus stands
that “journalism isn’t really journalism when
it avoids stories for fear of how some might
react.”
For every Rochdale, there’s a Central
Park Five, proving the fateful shortcomings
in conflating (or refuting at all costs) social
preconceptions into an objective analysis or
investigation. But asking just why it is Islam

the motivations for the politicization and
subsequent defacement of Islam. ISIS, along
with Al-Qaeda, the Muslim Brotherhood, and
the Taliban, can trace their ideological lineage
to the puritanical and tyrannical Wahhabi
movement in 20th century Saudi Arabia. When
the spread of this ideology inextricably tied
with the amass of petrodollars by the kingdom,
Saudi Arabia’s systematic financing of
radicalism across borders that served to protect
the kingdom’s political hegemony.
Politics teaches us that extremism is
Photo courtesy of wordpress.com.
oftentimes the artificial insemination of
that has evidently, and unfortunately, forged
a winning coalition for power-hungry
an indelible connotation with terrorism in the
opportunists. Abdulaziz ibn Saud’s utilization
eyes of many will perhaps be more of a solution
original and long standing utilization of the
than a provocation. We must be clear and direct
ideology as a consolidator of political support,
in questioning on what basis are these beliefs
power, and influence crossed paths with
reinforced on both sides.
Britain’s original desire to secure a geopolitical
At this point in time, it’s a hackneyed thing
route to the East, and, later, the US’s efforts to
to remind some that thinking of Abu Bakr Alpush back Soviet influence in Afghanistan and
Baghdadi or Osama Bin Laden as representatives
in the Middle East.
for Islam is akin to assuming Jeffrey Dahmer
A combination of the above efforts,
is representative of all homosexual males. The
catalyzed by the destabilization of Iraq and
similarities in this haphazard comparison are
the Iraqi military from 2003 onward, have
evident; both groups represent victims of the
contributed to the global crisis the world
two personalities rather than affiliates for one.
faces today. And while this politicized course
Yet the difference is in the relevance political
of events can say nothing of Islam as an
context plays in the faulty classification of the
ideology, it does warrant questions as to why
former.
radicalism disproportionately burdens Islamic
What
political
correctness
does,
communities and countries today.
unfortunately, is obscure the very implications
No trigger warning or censorship of questions
that take place in the society. By dewill allow us to correct the convictions the
contextualizing the phenomenon of extremism
public has about Islam. A sense of closure
from the Muslim community that it vehemently
and a humanitarian solution will never come
infiltrates, we can no longer ask why this is
to the forefront if an obvious problem-and is
happening, or who the beneficiaries are, and
coalescing influence of misunderstanding and
thus are furthered from properly indicting its
ignorance validated by silence and censorshipperpetrators.
is never confronted.
The problem is not Islam itself, but
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American Idol Out
By chasidy hall
Staff Writer

Photos by Amber Ainsworth/MJ

Drones, Unique
Stage Create
Dynamic Show
By amber ainsworth
A&E Editor

Combining a unique stage
design, spectacular lighting
and an array of props, Muse’s
Drones World Tour created an
explosive atmosphere in Joe
Louis Arena last Thursday.
In support of the band’s
most recent release, a
concept album centered
around wartime, the show
perfectly stuck to the ideas
of that album, primarily
dehumanization in relation to
war.
Surrounded by drones
floating through the arena, the
band took to a circular stage
illuminated by a rainbow of
light, as well as brief moments
of darkness. Throughout the
two hour-long set, the songs
flowed from one to the next,
classics to new tracks, without
stopping. Moving about the
large stage area before the
surface began to rotate, every
angle of the audience was able
to take in the performances of
each member.

Aside from the music and
the band, large black balloons
were released into the arena,
along with an inflatable plane
complete with missiles.
Accompanying the act were
multiple screens, boasting
incredibly sharp views of the
band performing, wartime
images, and
song lyrics.
The
show
wound down
with
an
explosion
of
confetti
c a n o n s
that, unlike
the typical
canons used
at concerts,
continued to blast the
audience with bits of paper
for longer than just the initial
firing.
From a visual standpoint,
Muse put on a show that
attacked the sense of sight
in a way that completely
engulfed fans. Beyond the
extraordinary visuals, the

set’s direct relation to the
album Drones transformed an
ordinary show into a potent
storyline, advanced by the
band’s seamless transitions
from song to song. Plus, the
arena’s center-oriented stage
shook every corner of the
venue, delivering an echoing

punch of instruments and
vocals.
While many artists often
mix videos and props into
their concerts, it was as if
Muse mixed music into their
videos and props. Detroit’s
show was nothing short of
stunning, an experience that
reached far beyond music.

American Idol is in its 15th and final season.
Over the years the popular show had us tuned
in each week to see what happened next and
whether or not our favorite contestant would
succeed. The very first season introduced us to
three judges, which included Simon Cowell,
Paula Abdul, Randy Jackson and current host
Ryan Seacrest. After the announcement of the
first American Idol Kelly Clarkson, the show
has grown in popularity ever since.
It gave the audience insight into the making
of a superstar. America voted every week for
their favorite contestant. The show offered
many crazy and memorable auditions that
have often made headlines. It made us laugh,
cry and cheer along with the contestants of the
show.
Unfortunately, the season will come to an

end after spending 15 seasons on the air with
new judges Jennifer Lopez, Harry Connick Jr.
and Keith Urban. According to E!online, Ryan
Seacrest expressed that the show plans to be
bring back the original judges including the
judges of previous seasons.
"We will have the former judges back,"
Seacrest told E!online. "The plan is to have all
of them back. They've all considered it and I
think they are enthusiastic about coming back
and saluting the show."
The show has its fair share of success and
it has launched the careers of the winners such
as Carrie Underwood, Fantasia, Jordin Sparks
and many more. However, all good things
must come to an end and as an audience we
will forever hold those memories in our hearts.
American Idol airs 8 p.m. Wednesdays and
Thursdays on Fox.

Revolutionary
Dreams
of Joy
By Sarah Drogheo
Staff Writer

Imagine that you are a single mother of two trying to raise your children, manage your
parents’ divorce, manage your own divorce, figure out how to pay the mortgage, all while
holding down a job and trying to stay sane. Meanwhile, you’ve been dreaming of something
big. Something that could completely revolutionize homes all across America and even the
world. You’ve always been a creator, a “builder” per se. You may have felt like you gave up
on your dreams long ago, but you know that this idea has to come to life. You know from the
depths of your being that this will change everything. If you are this woman feeling this way,
you are Joy Mangano.
Joy is a semi-fictional comedy-drama film which was released on Dec. 25. It stars Jennifer
Lawrence as Joy Mangano, Robert De Niro as Rudy, and Bradley Cooper as Neil Walker. This
film walks us through Joy’s life as she tries to patent and sell her invention, the Miracle Mop:
the world’s first self-wringing mop which has a detachable and washable mop head.
The story takes place in the early 1990s in an Italian-American family. It is unapologetically
raw and real, which can be quite refreshing for those of us who are sometimes exhausted by
Hollywood’s never-ending search for more glitz and glam. Joy is not only about the creation
of a new product, but the creation of a character into her fullest potential. It features themes of
coming-of-age and loss of innocence.
One common complaint among critics is that Lawrence is a miscast, being 10 years younger
than Joy Mangano was at the time. However, this does not end up being an issue as Lawrence
is able to seamlessly adapt to the role and be a truly authentic actress. As the genre indicates, it
is an inspirational drama with bursts of humor placed in just the right spots.
Thus, if you enjoy dramas, comedies, inspirational movies, and movies based on true stories,
you will likely appreciate Joy. If you are searching for a classic yet unique film to see at your
next stop at the movies, I’d encourage you to give Joy a try and enjoy the down-to-earth tale of
an underdog rising to greatness.

Dessert Oasis Finds Detroit Home
By alyssa dorchak
Guest Writer

The Detroit food scene is buzzing with new restaurants
and on Thursday, Jan. 7, a new coffee shop, the Dessert Oasis
Coffee Roasters-Detroit (DOCR), was added to the mix of
“go-to” spots.
Throughout the night, a couple hundred Detroit locals and
coffee enthusiasts stopped for an evening filled with coffee
crafted by the cup, delectable in-house baked desserts, music
and a latte design competition to end the night.
“Opening night was a ton of fun!” said Nathan Hamood,
president and director of coffee of DOCR. “The turnout was
really great and people were really supportive and excited
about what we're doing.”
Dessert Oasis Coffee Roasters established its roots back in
2009 as a family business run by Jamal and Charlene Hamood,
along with their son, Nathan, and daughter, Stephanie. In 2012,
Dessert Oasis relocated to 336 South Main St. in downtown
Rochester, bringing live music and an array of desserts to the
city, along with its evolution of coffee roasting philosophies.
As the business grew and the family had the opportunity to
open a second location, they chose a location that was a source
of inspiration. They knew exactly where they wanted to expand
— Detroit.
DOCR is undoubtedly known for its quality and working
closely with each type of coffee to bring out its best flavor
through the roasting process from beginning to end, but what
the young co-owner wants to establish is something beyond
that.
“We believe in quality in all aspects, whether it be our
interior design, our hospitality and service, conversation, our
in-house baked desserts, our curated local musicians, or our
meticulously sourced and in-house roasted coffees all brewed
by the cup,” Hamood said.
Cultivating a sense of community and strong relationships
is valued by Dessert Oasis. It is through doing what they love
— roasting coffee — that they hope to bring excitement to the
city of Detroit.

“I hope that we can bring Detroit our attention to detail, and
even beyond our coffee and our approach to coffee, but also
bring it to our approach to service and hospitality and creating
an experience for customers centered on quality,” Hamood
said.

Alyssa Dorchak/MJ

DOCR offers a wide array of coffee selections such as
standard pour over coffees, espresso, macchiatos, cortados,
flavored lattes, cappuccinos, and their signature hot cocoa.
At the specialty coffee shop, they have a wide selection of
pastries and desserts that they make in-house at their Rochester
location. From cheesecake to cookies to muffins to crepes to
fondue, DOCR can cater to any sweet tooth with its baked
goods.
“I love all of our cheesecakes quite a bit,” Hamood said.
“I would probably have to say our Oreo cheesecake is my
favorite of our desserts. It's just different enough, but still

classic enough to really taste the cheesecake recipe in a pretty
pure form.”
Next time I visit DOCR, that is the first thing I’m trying.
When it came to the coffee, I had to go with an employee
recommendation. I’m not much of a coffee connoisseur, but
I wanted to stay away from my typical coffee order which is
regular coffee with whatever flavor and milk. With the help of
the barista thoroughly explaining the menu to me, I ordered a
cortado, which is espresso cut with a small amount of milk. It
was served in a small glass with a fancy floral milk design on
top. Getting past the frothy top, I could get to the espresso. It
was light, smooth, and at just the right temperature.
DOCR definitely isn’t your quaint, local coffee shop on the
corner, but it’s a hip and innovative hang-out spot for locals.
Tall glass windows with black framing and frosted DOCR
decals welcome customers. With tall ceilings exposing pipes
and air ducts, concrete floors and unfinished walls, DOCR has
a run-down look, but its sleek and sophisticated barista bar
gives the shop its trendy appeal. Customers can have a seat at
the bar as they watch baristas make their hand-crafted coffees.
High top tables line the store-front windows and wooden
booth-table combinations are on the surrounding edges of
the shop. Going to the back, there is plenty of seating. There
are wooden tables with iron pipes serving as legs and black
chairs to accompany them. A wooden platform adorned with a
tattered-canvas rug sits in the back as well for local musicians
to play on.
What I really enjoyed about DOCR was my overall
experience from start to finish. The atmosphere was energetic
and exciting due to the opening, but it was laid back at the
same time. The customer service from the baristas was great
and I got the sense the employees truly cared about their craft
and giving customers best possible service. It definitely lives
up to its mission of providing quality in all aspects and is a
place I highly recommend.
You can find Dessert Oasis Coffee Roasters at 1220 Griswold
St. in Capitol Park in Downtown Detroit.
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Get to Know: InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship
By TERRY LAKINS
Student Life Editor

The InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship is a religious club
for people actively seeking
knowledge of the bible and
Jesus. This group is well defined for its members, consisting of both Christians and
Non-Christians.
Jalen Robinson, one of the
co-presidents of InterVarsity,
said he likes to help those
looking for more knowledge
on religion and faith.
“We like to spread the
word of Jesus for more people and invite them in,” Robinson said.
Robinson said the first few
weeks of a semester consist
of their student outreach,
where the current members
are out actively trying to
spread the word about their
organization. With eye-catching promo tables and firsthand knowledge of the subject material, Robinson said
they are able to engage with
the students directly.
“We want students to
know who we are, why we're
on campus and if their interested how they can be a part
of InterVarsity,” Robinson
said.
Robinson said every week
a bible study, called small
group, is held for about an
hour. Each session focuses on
a different passage from the
bible and after the readings a

discussion that follows.
The leaders of these
groups, called bible leaders,
have a list of questions already prepared that will be
addressed during discussion.
Despite an agenda already
laid out, Robinson said members are encouraged to bring
up any unique questions or
concerns that may have. Robinson said the discussions
tend to be diverse with many
different backgrounds and
faiths, though bigger questions are saved for a later time
due to time constraints. Small
group sizes tend to have between five to 10 people on
average and there are a total
of 16 small groups.
Despite being a co-president, Robinson has double
duty as a bible leader, where
he personally runs two small
groups himself. Robinson
said being a bible leader lets
him engage in a smaller intimate setting with members
and lets him address some of
the barriers people may have
about faith.
“I get to tell more people
about Jesus, the bible and
Christianity in general,” Robinson said.
Robinson also said six
of the small groups cater to
specific points of interest for
people that may have been
overlooked. There is a group
for engineering students, international students, students

at the Fairlane campus, students at the union dorms and
two groups for African American students.
Robinson, who runs the
two small groups for African
Americans, said he wants to
contribute to building a bigger diversity to a club that
has a majority of Caucasian
members. “We really care
about diversity and community,” Robinson said.
Not everything is on a
small scale in the club. Each
week a different speaker, who
usually is a pastor, addresses
the group.
This event is called “large
group” and is held exclusively on Thursdays, with
member attendance usually
between 70 and 90 people.
The speaker will talk about
the passages that were read in
the small group’s bible study
and big questions from members are also discussed here.
Robinson said this event
serves as a way to engage
with members on a large
scale with high energy and
a chance to connect with
the speaker. Robinson also
said large group carries an
advantage over small group
by truly letting the members
mingle with each other and
spreading the word of about
various social events.
The social events are considered a fun highlight of
InterVarsity. These events in-

clude card tournaments, video game tournaments, costume parties, roller skating
and capture the flag, among
others. Their biggest event is
a city-wide scavenger hunt,
held once every fall season and a board game night
is held around finals with a
more relaxed setting in mind.
InterVarsity also has four
annual conferences that take
the teachings a step further
for members. Each conference has several classes,
called tracks, which give a
more detailed knowledge
about Christianity. Robinson
said this allows new members to gain either further
knowledge and make connection with other chapters
of InterVarsity.
Robinson said the best
thing InterVarsity does is
brings so many different
people and faiths together.
He also said even people that
aren’t convinced or believe
different from the club’s
teachings are welcome.
“Each person is different. We cater to their needs,”
Robinson said. “People are
drawn to our hospitality.”
Anyone interested can
contact InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship at ivcfdearborn@
umich.edu or on Facebook at
InterVarsity @ the University
of Michigan-Dearborn.

Shelby Lubienski/MJ
InterVarsity Large Group

Attend
“The Meeting”
By TERRY LAKINS
Student Life Editor

Next week, the University of Michigan will hold a
stage play in Kochoff Hall
called “The Meeting,” about
a fictional encounter between
Martin Luther King and Malcolm X.
Though it is believed
these two Civil Right leaders only briefly met once in
real life, this play will show
a “what if?” scenario if they
had a chance to sit down and
talk. Play times are 5 p.m. on
Thursday, Jan. 21 and 7 p.m.
on Friday, Jan. 22.
This play is directed by
Dexter L. Overall and presented by the Office for Student Engagement in a special
collaboration with Dramatist

Play Service, Inc. “This soup
and conversation is in celebration of MLK Week and
promotion for the stage play
that is being presented this
week,” Overall said. “It is in
collaboration with the Black
Student Union and the African & the African American
Studies department. It is our
hope that these events will
honor these icons and begin conversation about their
work.”
The play will be presented
in one Act that will last for an
hour and 20 minutes. William
Bryson will portray Martin
Luther King and Don Snipes
will portray Malcolm X. Sonny Cruz will portray Malcolm
X’s bodyguard.
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Hockey to Play at Clark Park
Jan. 26 in Rescheduled Game

Erick Lehman/MJ
Anthony Barley dribbles the ball up court.

Men’s Hoops Gets Nice Road Win,
But Fail to Upset Warriors at Home
By JERAMY STOVER
Sports Editor
@JStover96

With two-thirds of the season nearly in the
books, we’re reaching the point where there
are no more unfamiliar opponents.
As the University of Michigan-Dearborn
men’s basketball team is in the midst of the
conference part of their schedule, the only
school in their league they have yet to play is
Madonna.
On Jan. 13, UM-Dearborn went on the road
and defeated the Crusaders 73-60. A ferocious
defense sparked the Wolverines in the first half
and carried them to 20-point halftime lead.
The Wolverines went on a 23-6 run to end
the first half, including five three-pointers,
most of which came off the hands of senior
guard Anthony Barley.
Madonna 7-12 (4-7 Wolverine-Hoosier
Athletic Conference) would scratch and claw
its way back in the game in the second half.
Two free throws by Muhammed Zahr with
2:30 left in the game brought the Crusaders to
within 10.
But on the next possession Barley would hit
another three-point shot that would essentially
seal the Wolverine victory.
Xavier Crofford led the Wolverines scoring
16 points and dishing out five assists. Crofford
did the brunt of his damage early in the second half, which helped keep the Wolverines’
engine running.
“I think we played pretty good, especially in
the first half; we came out with a lot of energy
and a lot of focus. We played a little stagnant
in the second half, but we ended up winning
the game so we finished out strong enough,”
Crofford said.
Crofford also explained why he had so
much success in the tough road environment.
“Just being aggressive — the last few
games I haven’t been being so aggressive on
the offensive end, and it was a big game for
us, so I wanted to make sure I came out and
be aggressive and make sure we get a win,”
Crofford added.
The Wolverines blocked nine Madonna
shots throughout the game. Marcus Williams
led the team with four blocks to add to his 14
points. Barley finished the game with nine
points, all of which came off three point shots.
Barley noted that it was a “vital” win for his
team and should be a confidence builder going
forward.
On Jan. 16 the Wolverines welcomed Indiana Tech to the Fieldhouse for a Saturday afternoon showdown with one of the top teams
in the conference.
A poor shooting display from the Wolver-

ines caused them to fall to the Warriors 70-57.
UM-Dearborn shot 18.8 percent in the first
half, including just making one of their ten attempted three point shots.
After trailing by 14 at halftime, the Wolverines 9-11 (4-8 WHAC) would keep the game
close throughout the second half. A quick 10-3
run by UM-Dearborn led by Williams would
get his team to within five.
The Warriors 14-6 (10-3 WHAC) would
again extend their lead to double digits with
just over six minutes left in the game.
Deonte Bell made a layup with 3:25 left to
cut the deficit to seven, giving the Wolverines
hope that a comeback was still possible. But
after Bell’s lay-up, Indiana Tech would score
five straight points to put the game out of reach.
Williams led his team with 19 points and
seven rebounds, while sophomore Jason Penn
contributed with 12 points and nine rebounds.
UM-Dearborn would improve its shooting
in the second half to raise the field goal percentage to 32.8 percent to end the game. But,
from behind the arc the Wolverines couldn’t
get any shots to fall as they finished the game,
making just two of their 16 attempted threepointers.
A key reason the Warriors made the rally
nearly impossible for the Wolverines was their
perfect display of free-throw shooting. Indiana
Tech didn’t miss from the charity stripe, converting all 15 of their attempts.
Wolverines head coach Taylor Langley said
his team didn’t play very well in the first half,
but still liked the fight he saw in his team after
halftime.
“I thought our guys fought really hard in
the second half; I thought they showed a lot of
guts and competed,” Langley said. “We didn’t
really give up. They just made a couple shots
at the end and we didn’t make our free throws
down the stretch and they did, and that’s how
it got extended to 13.
“But I thought it was much closer than the
score indicated, but you can’t play one half of
basketball.”
Williams made both of the three-point shots
that the Wolverines made for the game. He
agreed with Langley that even though the team
was down early in the game, they never gave
up.
“I’m happy with the effort; I felt that everybody played as hard as they possibly could. We
just can’t have rough starts like that in the future if we want to win games,” Williams said.
UM-Dearborn plays Northwestern Ohio at
home on Jan. 20 at 7:30 p.m. Then the Wolverines travel to Marygrove for a Saturday afternoon contest on Jan. 23.

VOTE: Player of the Week!
By THE MICHIGAN JOURNAL
SPORTS STAFF
@tmjsports

The three varsity athletic teams each played
two games a piece this past
week, as they get back to the
semester grind.
Like every week we selected a few athletes that
stood out above the rest.
These athletes are part of
our Player of the Week poll
for the week of January 11th.
Last week’s winner was
Alex Hagel, freshman forward on the men’s basketball team. Our goal is to get

a video interview with each
Player of the Week winner
and post it to our site. You
can find the interviews and
vote for Player of the Week
at michiganjournal.org.
Here are this week’s nominees:
• Marisa Sauve women’s
basketball,
averaged 13 points, 4.5
rebounds, and shot 1217 from the field in two
losses to Madonna and
Indiana Tech.
• Nate Ferris - hockey, two wins in sweep
against No. 5 ranked

Adrian. Including 31
saves on Friday.
• Nic LaBurn - hockey, two goals and one assist in sweep against No.
5 ranked Adrian. Including game winning goal
in overtime on Friday.
• Xavier Crofford men’s basketball, averaged 13.5 points in two
games against Madonna
and Indiana Tech. Recordered five assists
against Madonna and
six rebounds against Indiana Tech.

Photo Courtesy Rebirth Sports
UM-Dearborn’s hockey jersey’s for Clark Park Classic.
By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor in Chief
@RLinds35

The University of Michigan-Dearborn hockey team will be heading outdoors afterall.
Oakland hockey announced that its outdoor game against the Wolverines at Clark Park would
be rescheduled for Jan. 26 at 6:30 p.m. The game was originally scheduled for Jan. 9, but heavy
rain and unseasonably warm temperatures called for a postponement.
“We actually just got word of it... we’re ecstatic for it,” Wolverines defenseman Ryan Urso
said. “Obviously we make jerseys for it every year; they’re the outdoor theme. We were a little
bummed. We knew that the weather probably wasn’t going to cooperate with us, but we’re excited to get out there and play.
“You dream of (playing outdoors) as a kid. No matter how old you are, you want to go outside and play a little pond hockey.”
The Wolverines and Golden Grizzlies have attempted to play outdoors at Clark Park since
2014. Each year, the originally-scheduled game was either postponed or cancelled.
In 2014, the outdoor game was cancelled as it was the season finale for both teams. There was
no time for a makeup game with Oakland hosting the GLCHL tournament days later.
Last season, the game was pushed back one day. The Wolverines won 10-4.
It also marks the third consecutive year in which UM-Dearborn ordered special jerseys for
the game. Rebirth designed the jerseys for the second-consecutive year. According to Rebirth,
the jerseys feature a cream base, navy arms and maize accent.
Expect the jerseys to debut at the rescheduled game.
“We’re going to save them ‘til that game,” Urso said, “and then start mixing them here and
there throughout the season.”

Weekend Sweep
continued from page 8
ranked 13th in the ACHA ranking, the top20 teams go to the national tournament in Chicago this year.
Adrian was ranked 5th in the nation.
The win was challenging, but one the Wolverines felt they were up, too.
“It was a hard-fought game for us,” Haltinner said. “Playing them is tough.
“Wins against a team like that do not come
easy. We can do good things if we work hard.”
Urso talked after the game about this being
a measuring stick, and proving that the Wolverines are prepared to take on any team in
the nation.
“The big test for us was this game. This is a
big win and proves we can hang with anyone

Hockey Column
continued from page 7
“My first year here, it was
kind of like a game where we
knew we were going to win
close or it was going to be
a rough ride home,” Darin
said. “This year it was completely different the whole
week. We knew the moment

in the country,” Urso said. “It was a great team
win, great character win.”
The Wolverines continued to ride the hot
wave of Friday night’s victory into Saturday.
UM-Dearborn defeated Adrian Saturday
night at Arrington Arena in Adrian by a score
of 2-1, completing a clean sweep.
“We knew the moment we stepped on the
ice we could compete with them,” Darin said.
Laburn had his second goal of the series in
the win Saturday, and Kevin Bechard added
one to lift the Wolverines. Ryan Kelly, Urso,
Darin, and Tyler Dalton all had assists in Saturday night’s victory.
The Wolverines are heading to Lynchburg,
VA. next weekend for a road series against
Liberty University. Liberty is currently ranked
16th in the ACHA, and has a record of 9-11-1.

we stepped on the ice that we
could compete with them.
We’re just as good. The attitude’s finally changed.”

Alva T. Earley
P.O. Box 303
La Junta, CO 81050-0303
(719) 468-2607
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Get The Brooms Out!
Shelby Lubienski/MJ
Tyler Groat celebrates during UM-Dearborn’s 4-3 overtime win against Adrian.

Wolverines Get Huge Weekend
Sweep Against No. 5 Adrian
By ERICK LEHMAN
Managing Editor
@ELehman29

There was a bit of déjà vu in the Fieldhouse
on Friday night.
The University of Michigan-Dearborn
hockey team found themselves trailing Adrian
College by one goal with just over one minute
to play.
Nate Ferris stood anxiously at the top of
the crease waiting for word from head coach
Chris Haltinner to come to the bench for the
extra skater.
Ferris raced to the bench, and out came another forward, giving the Wolverines a 5-on-4
opportunity.
A quick Adrian penalty with just a tad over
a minute to play in regulation gave the Wolverines a 6-on-4 change with the Bulldog in
the box, a daunting task for Adrian to stop
with the game on the line.
Gino Darin parked himself right in front of
the Adrian goaltender and prepared to do his
job: screen the goalie and knock one in.
“When I’m in front of the net, I’m in my
own little world,” Darin said. “That’s my
happy place being out there, especially on the
powerplay.”
“I just try and put my stick on it.”
Defenseman Ryan Urso got the puck off the
faceoff and ripped a shot right at the net, and
right at Darin.
Darin put his stick on it, and guided it
through.
Tie game; 57 seconds remaining
“I was just kind of doing my job, sit in front
of the net, let people tee off shots at me,” Darin said. “I got it through the five hole, turned
around and it was in the back of the net.”
And for the second straight year, the Wolverines were taking the perennial powerhouse
in the ACHA known as Adrian to overtime.
And much like last year it did not take the
Wolverines long to put the game away.
A quick rush from Jeff McFarland, Tyler
Groat, and Nick Laburn gave the Wolverines

a great 3-on-2 opportunity.
McFarland put on the brakes, and flipped it
over to Groat for the one-timer.
Adrian goaltender Austyn Roudebush, one
of the best in the country, made a great save on
one of the best finishers in the country.
But the puck slipped through, and Laburn
tapped the puck in for the Wolverine victory.
4-3; Game over.
Laburn, who is normally a forward, was
playing on the defensive end a bit in the game
due to a couple of scratches by the Wolverines.
Troy Saunders was unable to play due to a
suspension from the Oakland game last week,
so Laburn and Kevin Bechard played some
defense.
“I started that shift on defense. Our line had
a rush and I followed it up; I was a little tired
but I stayed out there ‘cause I saw I might get
a chance,” Laburn said after the big heroic win
Friday night. “Jeff made a good play to Groat
for the one-timer, and I went right to the net,
puck squeaked through and it was there for
me.”
“It always feels good getting that goal. It
was a pretty lucky bounce, came right to me
in the crease, and just banked it in.”
The Wolverines got on the board early in
this game.
After back to back penalties that UM-Dearborn was able to kill off, Groat scored a goal
from Andrew Palushaj, adding to his already
impressive goals total for the season.
Just 18 seconds later, McFarland put one
past Roudebush to make it a 2-0 game early
in the first.
Adrian did not make things easy, tightening the gap late in the first period, and then
scoring two goals in the second period to take
the lead, setting up the heroics from Darin and
Laburn.
The game was not quite a must win for the
Wolverines, who came into the game ranked
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Hockey Shows What
It Can Become

By RICKY LINDSAY
Editor in Chief
@RLinds35

Nic LaBurn lifted his arms
high and kicked his right leg
out, attempting to soak up
the moment. Confetti poured
from the stands as his teammates mobbed him at the corner of rink.
The University of Michigan-Dearborn outlasted No.
5 Adrian College in a physical 4-3 win in overtime Friday. The Wolverines needed
a come-from-behind effort,
tying the game with under a
minute left in regulation before LaBurn tapped in the
game-winning goal over a
minute into the extra period.
But it was more than just
the win for the Wolverines,
who completed the two-game
sweep Saturday with a 2-1
victory.
It shows what they can become.
“This proves that we’re
the real deal, so to speak,”
LaBurn said. “We can beat
anybody.”
Entering Friday’s series
opener, UM-Dearborn posted
a 5-18 record against Adrian
since Dec. 3, 2009. Now,
they’ve won three-straight
games since 2014’s Hallow-

een thriller, a game that was
eerily similar to Friday’s
overtime win.
Jimmy Marchese’s hat
trick powered last season’s
overtime win. This time, the
wealth was shared; four players scored the four goals in
Friday’s win.
“This was more of a complete team effort. I think that
shows what we are this year
compared to years past,”
Gino Darin said. “We’re more
of a team… all four lines can
score now.”
UM-Dearborn hockey has
been quickly evolving under
third-year head coach Chris
Haltinner, who craves winning. He’s stocked the roster with talented players. He
found himself a gem in freshman Tyler Groat, and he’s not
the lone youngster that could
become a cornerstone player.
Most of all, he’s finding
guys that want to win. UMDearborn is no longer a destination for players to play
hockey — it’s a destination
for winning.
“Chris just bringing in
players who want to win and
don’t just want to be here to
play hockey, ‘cause wanting
to win is 90 percent of it,” Darin said. “You’ve got to want
it.”
Haltinner knows just how
hard it is to get to the next level. The Wolverines believed
they had a team capable of
competing for a championship last year, but they fell
short of reaching the national

tournament.
Sweeping Adrian certainly
helps their case, but there’s
work left to be done.
“It shows what we can
become, but it’s a process,”
Haltinner said Friday. We’re
slowly getting there and we
hope to be at that echelon one
day, where we’re always a
top-5 team. But that’s something you have to work for;
it’s not overnight and it’s
something earned.”
Where would the Wolverines be on the hypothetical
ladder of process?
“I think we’re there,” Haltinner said. “You just keep
adding little pieces to the puzzle. Guys buy into the system
and we’ve got a great group
here. To be honest with you,
I wouldn’t trade our group
for nothing… We’re getting
there. We’re not there yet, but
we’re getting there.”
“We’re pretty high right
now,” LaBurn countered.
“That was a big win. I’d say
the first big win we’ve had all
year.”
Eight games remain in
UM-Dearborn’s regular season. It’ll play Adrian one
more time. But at 15-2-3 and
fresh off its first sweep of
Adrian in program history,
one thing is clear: this isn’t
the Wolverines team of old;
this is a team that is ready to
— and knows it can — compete for a national championship.
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